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Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends 
 
Welcome to the penultimate issue of this term’s Head’s Weekly Newsletter. The past six weeks 
have flown by and a significant amount of learning has taken place for each of the five Key 
Stages. 
 
Next week, our first-ever Festival of Learning will take place, with the students proudly 
displaying the evidence of their journey this term and the fruition of their hard work. 
 
We look forward to welcoming as many of you as possible to the sessions next week - please 
contact Reception to book a suitable slot. During your visit you will get a chance to see the 
work of your son or daughter’s Key Stage, giving you an insight into their experience of school. 
You will also have an opportunity to view the work of other Key Stages. This will, no doubt, 
put the learning your son and daughter undertake in the wider context of the continuum for the 
3 to 19 year old students we support here at Abbot’s Lea School. 
 
I also hope that some of you will choose to support our video - if you would like to contribute 
a testimonial, I would be grateful if you could please contact Kim Adair, my PA, on 
kim.adair@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 
I wish you all a very good weekend and I look forward to seeing you next week! 
 
Kind regards 
 
Mrs A. Hildrey 
Headteacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Issue 6, 12  October 2018 
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Last Friday morning I was working in my office when I heard the eruption of laughter from the 

reception area below. What began as one or two members of staff sharing a joke as they 

arrived at work quickly spread and for the next 10 minutes all I could hear was a chorus of 

joyful voices laughing and joking. It was wonderful to hear.  

 

Not long after, I found myself in the company of one of the members of staff who started the 

laughter and asked what had caused such a riotous response. Soon after I was laughing too 

and found myself spending the next 10 minutes wiping tears from my eyes. You see, when 

one person is in a really good mood and clearly enjoying life, all those around them become 

infected with the same positive energy.  

 

It is often said that laughter is the best medicine and I firmly believe this is true. Laughter is a 

powerful antidote to stress, pain, and conflict. Nothing works faster or more dependably to 

bring your mind and body back into balance than a good laugh. Humour lightens your burdens, 

inspires hopes, connects you to others, and keeps you grounded, focused, and alert. It also 

helps you to release anger and be more forgiving. As children, we used to laugh hundreds of 

times a day, but as adults life tends to be more serious and laughter more infrequent. In fact, 

children laugh on average 200 times a day and adults only 26 times a day. By seeking out 

more opportunities for humour and laughter, though, you can improve your emotional health, 

strengthen your relationships and find greater happiness. 

 

With so much power to heal and renew, the ability to laugh easily and frequently is a 

tremendous resource for surmounting problems, enhancing your relationships, and supporting 

both physical and emotional health. Laughter is an especially powerful tool for managing 

conflict and reducing tension when emotions are running high. Whether with romantic 

partners, friends and family, or co-workers, you can learn to use humour to smooth over 

disagreements, lower everyone's stress level, and communicate in a way that builds up your 

relationships rather than breaking them down. 

 

Ask yourself when was the last time you had a big hearty belly laugh? If you cannot think of 

the occasion then try to seek out new ways of introducing laughter into your life. Spend time 

around people who have a great sense of humour and always look on the positive side. Watch 

a TV show or comedy film you find funny. And finally, smile more! When you smile happy 

changes begin to take place automatically, both internally and externally. 

 

It’s hard to think of anything better for the body and soul than laughter and, best of all, this 

priceless medicine is fun, free, and easy to use. 

 

 
 

Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safegaurding 

E: Alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

Care and Safeguarding 
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This week I have been thinking about the range of communication strategies we have at 

Abbot’s Lea School and how these can be increased to promote Total Communication – 

meaning an approach that makes use of a number of modes of communication to support the 

different needs and abilities of each child. 

Next week I will be running some Makaton signing taster sessions for staff who are interested 

in finding out more about how using signs and symbols can actively encourage the 

development of speech and language skills. I will also be offering the same opportunity to all 

families next term, and will send home a letter next week with more details. For more 

information on Makaton visit: https://www.makaton.org/ 

Here are six pointers I have taken from an online article describing simple and positive ways 

to communicate and engage with someone with autism: 

Be flexible: Whether it is verbally or using methods that supplement or replace speech e.g. 

pictures, the very best way to interact with someone is to first identify their preferred mode of 

communication. 

Be clear, and think about the volume level: Think about your volume level and the noise 

level of the environment. For someone with auditory sensitivity this can feel distracting and 

overwhelming. Always use someone’s name at the beginning so that they know you are talking 

to them. 

Be empathetic: Always be compassionate and respectful. Understand that the way someone 

with autism uses body language and facial expressions may not indicate their emotions in the 

moment. Take your time to communicate clearly with each person. 

Be patient: Some people with autism need time to process the spoken word and so it is not 

helpful to interrupt that processing time with another question or a rephrasing of a question. 

Figures of speech can also be difficult to interpret, and may be misunderstood, so it is 

important to always think about the language that you use. Use visual supports such as 

symbols, timetables and social stories. 

Be gracious: Someone with autism may appear to be ‘blunt’ or more direct in their speech 

than people anticipate. It is important to remember that this is not usually done with bad 

intention, and reacting in an unfriendly way can create negative experiences of social 

communication which can damage an autistic person’s confidence. Seek appropriate ways 

and times to teach and develop social skills.  

Be yourself: Often people perceive someone with autism to be disinterested, when autistic 

people themselves have reported that they desire social connection but may feel 

uncomfortable taking the lead or worry about interpreting communication and intent wrong. It 

is therefore best to be yourself, invite someone into conversation but do not force it and make 

each person feel welcome by showing an interest in what they are interested in. 

Autism Research and Development 

Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development 

E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
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After a week filled with Giants and football last week, the past five days have been more sedate 
and relaxed.  
 
The students of the Primary Department have continued to explore Our Stories, reading tales 
from The Brothers Grimm and re-enacting The Three Little Pigs and the escapades of the big 
bad wolf. 
 
Students in Key Stage Two have continued to attend golf lessons, practicing their swing and 
enjoying the unusually warm weather. 
 
Travel to Tokyo begins this week. An assembly designed to engage students, staff and 
families will be visited by Olympic Gold Medal winning gymnast, Beth Tweddle. This is our first 
steps on the road to Tokyo and represents the first of many opportunities this year to get 
active. 
 
The students and staff have been busy preparing dazzling work for the Festival of Learning, 
beginning on Monday and taking place all week until Friday. All families are welcome and we 
ask if you can sign in with Bev Lunt in Reception. We look forward to seeing you all! 
 
Have a fantastic weekend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr Scott-Scarth, Head of Primary Department 

E: dean.scott-scarth@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

Primary Department 

mailto:dean.scott-scarth@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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With the departure of the Giants over the weekend we had a lot to live up to this week and we 
have! 
Things have been taking shape for the Festival of Learning next week, the first time the 
Secondary Department has undertaken such a project and I have been blown away by the 
work that has been coming forward to be displayed. I had the pleasure of visiting Miss 
Loughran's class, Samoa this week and I was given a guided tour of the work that is on display 
for our families. I am not going to spoil the surprise and if you want to know more about it then 
please do come down and book in with reception to reserve your day and time slot 
(reception@abbotsleaschool.co.uk) 
 
This week we welcomed the Liverpool FC Foundation into school to work with a group of our 
year 7 students, thank you to Mr Mason for organising this and I can already see that it is 
going to be a great partnership - with them offering extra activities and charitable donations to 
the school already. 
 
We also received the official handover of our new school minibus from the Steve Morgan 
Foundation with representatives from all three Key Stages present, thank you. 
 
I had a very productive meeting with Siobhan Saunders, the Chair of the Liverpool City Region 
Apprenticeship Hub. My aim at this meeting was to highlight the disabling factor of 
apprenticeships, the entry requirements. We have students who are highly skilled and have 
the desire to work and be an integral part of society, this is limited due to the requirements 
placed on them educationally through this route. I am an advocate of having qualifications, but 
they must be meaningful and in line with what a young person wishes to do,  I am an even 
bigger advocate of having a skill set that far out ways any qualifications. Skills can be taught 
and nurtured and this was my argument. I have also sent a letter to the Minister for 
Apprenticeships and Skills to highlight this issue and try to bring about change, I will of course 
keep you updated on the progress made. 
 
I have also been back in contact with Regenda, the housing company who are meeting 
internally at the end of the month to push through our partnership regarding Supported 
Internships, yet another opportunity for our students once in Key Stage 5. We also welcomed 
back Mrs Sumner and Saoirse Redmond, one of our interns this week to lead sessions with 
our current Key Stage 4 and 5 students to discuss the internships in readiness for any 
decisions and choices to be made. This will be followed up in the coming weeks with a visit to 
Amey and a parental session in the school hall, more details to follow in due course. 

 
I would also like to draw your attention to the following open day/evenings at the local colleges, 
which are an invaluable experience and it is never too early to start looking around. 

 
City of Liverpool College -Wednesday 17th October 2018, 6 pm until 7 pm 
Hugh Baird College - Thursday 18th October 2018, 5 pm until 7 pm 
Greenbank College - Thursday 8th November 2018, 10 am until 12 pm 
 
Have a great weekend. 

Mr McVerry, Head of Secondary Department 

E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

Secondary Department 
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This week I had the great honour of meeting Jonathon Masters from The Steve Morgan 
Foundation for the official handover of The Smiley Bus and its passenger who we have named 
Ted. Our students loved their photoshoot and would like to give big thanks to The Steve 
Morgan Foundation for our new bus.  
 

   
 

   
 
We have successfully appointed to our Job Coach role this week and we are very excited to 
welcome our new recruit. Due to one of our existing Teaching Assistants reducing their hours 
we have a vacancy for a Teaching Assistant. Full details are on our website if you are 
interested in applying.  
 
The Senior Leadership Team spent a productive day on Monday starting to build our 5 year 
plan for the school. There are exciting times ahead for the school and it is great to be able to 
shape the changes.  
 
We have had some unexpected visitors this week in the house in the shape of thousands of 
ladybirds. Hopefully they are just passing through and won't be a permanent feature.  
 
Have a great weekend everyone. 

 

Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR 

E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 

 

School Business Support Team 

mailto:michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
mailto:michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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FESTIVAL OF LEARNING 

 
We have sent letters to all families this week with an invitation to join us 
during the last week of this term for a celebration of students’ learning. 
 
This is a new and exciting initiative inspired by last year’s success of the Primary Department’s 
end of term showcasing of students’ work. This year – it is a whole-school Festival of Learning! 
 
Our theme this term is “Our Stories” and you will be amazed at the breadth and depth of our 
thematic curriculum! 
 
Please contact reception to book a slot – you will be able to see your loved one’s work and to 
have a look at the work of students in other (older) age groups.  
 
Call: 0151428 1161 or email: reception@abbotsleaschool.co.uk and our team will book a slot 
that suits you. Places are limited to prevent over-crowding and to allow you to enjoy the 
exhibition and a chat with a chosen staff member. Parking will be limited and only available 
on a first-come/first-served basis. We look forward to seeing you soon! 
 
 

KEY DIARY DATES 2018-19 
 

All Key Diary Dates are available for you to view on our website.  
 
You can find them by following these steps: 

 
www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk  EVENTS  Key Diary Dates 2018-19 (subject to change) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noticeboard 

mailto:reception@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/
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Dear Families 
 
Re: Festival of Learning: Term 1 
 
I am writing to invite you to our inaugural Festival of Learning event taking place during 
the last week of this term. This is a new initiative aimed at sharing the joy of learning and 
our students’ wonderful achievements. 
 
From Monday, 15 October until Friday, 19 October 2018, our Primary and Secondary 
Departments will be transforming Abbot’s Lea House into an oasis of learning, with 
students’ work displayed throughout the area. The theme of this Festival is Our Stories, 
transporting you into a world of fairy tales, folk tales and local myths. 
 
The event is spread over the whole week and will exhibit work from the whole school in a 
colourful and engaging collection of learning undertaken by your sons and daughters this 
term.  
 
This exhibition of student work will be available to view, by appointment, on the following 
dates: 
 

 Monday, 15 October 2018 - between 9:30 and 11:30 am  

 Tuesday, 16 October 2018 – between 9:30 and 11:30 am  

 Wednesday, 17 October 2018 – between 9:30 and 11:30 am 

 Thursday, 18 October 2018 - between 9:30 and 11:30 am  

 Friday, 19 October 2018: 
 for the families of the students in the Primary Department from 10:00-11:00  
 for the families of the students in the Secondary Department from 11:00 -

12:00 (please note that the Secondary Departmental Assembly will be 10:30-
11:00 that day) 

 
To enable each family to view the exhibition in comfort, we are limiting the places 
each day and operating a booking system. Please indicate your preferred date and 
time for a visit by either: 
 

- emailing your preferred date and time to reception@abbotsleaschool.co.uk or 
- calling 0151 428 1161 and booking your visit directly. 

 
Our students and staff will be very proud to display their term’s work for you to enjoy so 
please come and see what your loved one has been learning this term! If you cannot make 
it this time, there will be other opportunities at the end of each of the six terms. Term 2 
Festival of Learning will take place on 17-19 December 2018 with the details to follow.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
Mrs A Hildrey 
Headteacher 
  

Festival of Learning 

mailto:reception@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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OUR FUNDRAISING EFFORTS 
 

Our Parent Teacher Association (PTA) – FAB! is a body working hard to 
support our School Development Plan priorities and raise funds for 
Outdoor Learning Project. Every member of the school staff and every 
member of the students’ families is automatically a member of FAB! 
 
We have clear plans to purchase Primary Outdoor play equipment (badly needed!) this term, 
complete the Outdoor Cabin space for the socialising zone (we are at the final stages of 
specification now) and to roll out the well-researched and specified Forest Schools set up. 
 
I want to thank all members of the PTA for the amazing work they do and to encourage all 
new staff and parents to get involved. Lisa Sharpe, Family Adviser is the school coordinator 
of FAB and can be contacted via email: lisa.sharpe@abbotsleaschool.co.uk or by phone 
01514281161 
 
In the meantime, our area of direct donations is as follows: 
 

1. Books 
 
We need is to collect as many good quality reading books, suitable for children, teenagers and 
young adults. 
 
We are looking for donations of books in good condition with no writing within. New unwanted 
or donated books are also very much welcome! 
 
Please send any donations to Reception where we will quality assure them and, if suitable, 
direct them to the compatible Key Stage. If we find donations not to be suitable for our school 
use, we will donate the books to the local charitable organisations who will, no doubt, find 
them a good new home. 
 

2. Play equipment 
 

- Good quality Early Years toys and play equipment 
- Balls – all sizes and types are welcome 
- Badminton sets 
- Drawing chalk 
- Parachute (think: play, not aviation ) 
- Board games (complete sets) 
- Floor games (complete sets) 
- Any other nice equipment for students of all ages! 

 
 

Thank you in advance! 
 

Noticeboard 

mailto:lisa.sharpe@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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Book Appeal 
 
We are always looking to expand our library areas in school! If you have any books that your 
children have finished reading at home and you are able to donate to our Book Appeal, they 
would be very much appreciated! 
We would welcome books in good condition that: 
- have all the pages  
- have not been written in 
- have covers that are intact (not torn) 
- have spines that are still strong 
 
We do not need: 
 
- Annuals  
- Comics / magazines 
 
We would love more fact books but please only current editions ... information moves on 
quickly in Atlases and Encyclopaedias! 
 
Examples of great books for us are those by the authors: 
 

 Julia Donaldson  
 Tony Ross 
 Judith Kerr 
 Shirley Hughes 
 Oliver Jeffers 
 Michael Morpurgo  
 Roald Dahl 
 Jacqueline Wilson 
 Oxford Reading Tree  
 Frank Cottrell- Boyce 
 David Walliams  
 Diary of A Wimpy Kid 
 Skullduggery Pleasant  
 L. Pichon (Tom Gates) 
 Barrington Stoke  
 J.K.Rowling  

 

Plus many more!! 

  

Noticeboard 
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First World War Centenary 
 

 

As a school we are leading a ‘Remembrance 

installation’ project for everyone to get involved in to 

mark the 100 year anniversary of the First World 

War ending.  

We would like everyone in all classes to make as many 

poppies as they can and we need plastic bottles! 

We only need the bottom part of the bottles so if 

you can cut them off and send them in that would be 

much appreciated. 

Thank you, Ms Maria O’Neill 
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Early Years and Key Stage 1 

Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill 
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 
In EYFS/KS1 this week we have been focusing on sequencing and retelling our favourite 
stories.  
In Ireland class we had a workshop afternoon and restyled some shoes and boots which look 
fabulous! We have been practicing good turn taking when reading 'Goldilocks and the Three 
Bears' and enjoyed making some porridge, it was 'JUST RIGHT.' We are very excited to have 
our special guest Beth Tweddle join us on Friday. We can't wait to 'travel to Tokyo!' 
Have a lovely weekend, ready for the last week! A super-fast first term. 
 
Wales Class 
Wales class have had another fantastic week! We have been learning the story of Sleeping 
Beauty and have worked hard in building sentences and focusing on our writing skills. We 
have been learning all about Autumn and on Tuesday had a wonderful walk in Caldertones 
Park in the beautiful Autumnal sunshine. We loved walking through the colourful trees and 
collecting evidence of seasonal changes in our local environment. When we got back to school 
we used all our senses to explore what we found, from feeling the prickly chestnut shells to 
the sound of the leaves crunching beneath our feet. In maths we have continued our work on 
counting using Numicon and water beads. In food tech we practiced our chopping and 
spreading skills to make some delicious pizzas. To top off a fabulous week, we got to meet 
the Olympian Beth Tweddle today! Have a lovely weekend everyone.  
 
  

 
Key Stage 2 

Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker 
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

 
This week Key Stage 2 have been preparing for our visit from Olympian Beth Tweddle! We 
have looked at the origins of The Olympics and considered what new things we would like to 
try to get active and have fun. We are looking forward to meeting Beth in our assembly 
tomorrow and having lots of fun with Sport England as they "Kick Start" our learning. Mrs. 
Walker    
 
USA Class 
We have been studying Anthony Browne's book "The Tunnel" and his use of inference. We 
have learnt new strategies for doubling in maths and have been using our word processing 
skills in computing to present our facts about Beth Tweddle. In Science we have examined 
different materials and changing shape - we learnt the 4 main ways to manipulate materials 
and tested strength and durability. Well done USA!  Mrs Walker    
 
Canada Class 
This week Canada class have been working hard making postcards of famous landmarks in 
the UK to send to a school in India. They have walked and posted these themselves and we 
have received some lovely postcards back from India. In food tech Canada class learnt how 
to prepare a packed lunch for Little Red Riding Hood and enjoyed making their own cucumber 
sandwich. We have also been learning about the history and geography of Abbots lea school 
and are excited for our special visit from an Olympian athlete. Another great week.  

Key Stage News and Updates 

mailto:Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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Spain Class 
The children in Spain have had a fabulous week. They have been very creative; designing 
and creating gingerbread houses from the story of Hansel and Gretel and making Frog Princes 
and Little Red Riding Hoods from the tales of Brothers Grimm. The children have also enjoyed 
using the BeeBots to save characters from the Brothers Grimm traditional tales from the 
Wicked Witch in the forest and experimenting how to use pastels and scratch paper. The class 
team have been very impressed with how well the children have settled at the start of the 
academic year and the progress they have made. Well done everyone!   
 
Portugal Class 
This week in Class Portugal, we have been learning about the story of Rapunzel. We have 
done lots of fun activities to go with this story, we built our own tower for Rapunzel out of 
recycled objects - the photo is in photos of the week. The children had to use teamwork and 
try and complete the task without any adult help - which they did. They all tried really hard and 
completed it together! The children listened to each other's ideas and had to be patient. It was 
a lot of fun! 
The children also looked at solids and liquids in Science, so we melted some chocolate to 
make new chocolates in the fridge for Rapunzel to eat when she got out of the tower.  
Overall, we've had a very busy but very fun week.  

Have a lovely weekend, and I look forward to seeing families at the Festival of Learning! 😊 

 

France Class 
This week France class have been looking at Snow White. We have made our very own magic 
mirrors using cardboard and tin foil. We have also been looking at our favourite character and 
designing our own outfit for them. On Wednesday we made our own Gingerbread House like 
the one in Hansel and Gretel. We decorated it in icing and sweets. On Friday we had a lovely 
assembly with Traveling to Tokyo which we enjoyed. Well done France class, keep up the 
good work for our final week of the term next week.   
 
Peru Class 
Peru class have been getting messy this week with lots of art and craft activities around the 
theme of 'Our Stories'. We enjoyed doing fingerprint art and scratch pictures of our favourite 
story settings. They are fantastic! We read 'The Enormous Turnip' in our maths lessons to 
help us learn about ordinal numbers and have had lots of opportunities to practice when lining 
up around school. Our story of the week has been 'Little Red Riding Hood'. The students loved 
listening to the story and thinking about where the wolf might have gone after he ran away. 
Well done to the students of Peru for always trying your best. Have a lovely weekend.   
 
Brazil Class 
Following on from our fantastic trip out last Friday to get up close with the Giants we carried 
on with "Our Stories" work. We thought of the many characters we have read about and wrote 
a letter to one of them. Some of us even pretended to be a Fairy-tale character ourselves and 
wrote the letter from that viewpoint- outstanding and creative work Class Brazil! 
We enjoyed finding out about the famous Rama and Sita story told by Hindus in the Autumn 
to remember Diwali. We thought about the good and evil characters that are found in all good 
stories from around the wold. 
In maths we have been extending our fraction work into telling the time and problem solving. 
Such a tricky life skill but we worked hard and had fun using the timers to record our friends 
taking on some sensory challenges. 
We made moving hands in science when exploring the great job skeletons and muscles do. 
This was great fun as was working in pairs to design and decorate a Gingerbread 
House...mmmmm the smell in class was delicious! 
Great week Class Brazil, you have all been superstars. 

Key Stage News and Updates 
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Italy Class 
Class Italy have been working hard this week. In English we started reading the book Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs. We talked about the story setting, characters and how the story 
begins and ends. Some pupils used describing words when talking about the characters. They 
used words like friendly, kind and evil. In Maths we have continued with our number topic and 
completed counting activities. We have been learning to recognise numbers and count in 
groups of 2's, 5's and 10's. Some pupils can count in groups from any number. In Science we 
completed a class experiment using a range of different materials. We found out what 
materials are bendy, waterproof, transparent and opaque. Fantastic teamwork Italy class. In 
Food Technology we have been talking about apples and how the evil queen poisoned Snow 
White. We made chocolate apples and decorated them using coloured sprinkles. 
  

 
 

Key Stage 3  
Key Stage Leader: Mr Mason 

Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 

The students in KS3 have had a wonderful week, working extremely hard and having so much 
fun! Students have continued their learning within our school theme of ‘Our Stories’ and some 
students have had the opportunity to spend time with the wider community. As part of 
preparation for our Festival of Learning, the students have also been involved in selecting 
work they have done this term to proudly display to their parents. It has been a wonderful 
experience to see students develop a sense of pride over the work they have completed this 
term. Some students also enjoyed Thursday morning at Speke Hall, again it was great to see 
the students explore the grounds and develop a greater appreciation of outdoor learning! A 
great week has had by all, we are looking forward to the final week of term next week before 
a well deserved break! Have a great weekend.  
 
Cape Verde Class 
Cape Verde enjoyed making quesadillas in Food Tech, a  challenge in itself in a short time 
slot. Lots of chopping, all used the hot pans and cheesy quesadillas were created. Scoffed 
down by some, merely sniffed by others but all had a go. The thrust of this term has been 
confidence in themselves handling sharp knives and chopping safely and safe and confident 
around hot pans. Not there completely but good to see all trying.  
Wednesday saw the class continue with a 'portrait' theme. This time looking at the works of 
Andy Warhol and emulating his work with their own faces. Friday should see the class visiting 
the Walker Art Gallery to examine specifically some of the portrait work displayed and as ever 
to practice our appropriate behaviour and social skills in the community. 
 
Kenya Class 
A great couple of weeks for Kenya class! Last week  in English, we have looked at stories 
around giants. We also explored story telling using music. Some students from Kenya class 
got to take part in 'Giants football' and really enjoyed it! In History this week and last week, we 
have looked at 'Black History ' as October is 'Black History' month. In science, we have 
continued to look at habitats and how living things depend on each other to survive. P.E was 
all about dodge ball and lots of good sportsmanship was seen! In Maths, we have been using 
our knowledge of place value and adding 10/100/1000! more to a number and taking 
10/100/100 away from a number. In computing, we are working on our comic strips and 
developing our skills using Microsoft publisher.  In life skills, we have been looking at what 
equality means and what we can do to promote this.  

Key Stage News and Updates 

mailto:Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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Mozambique Class 
Another hard working week. We have put the finishing touches to our stories and have been 
producing Art work for the exhibition in Calderstones Park. We have enjoyed learning about 
fossils and have our own sharks tooth fossil each. We have made rocky roads in Food 
Technology and have begun to make our own animations in computing. In Spanish we have 
learnt the names of animals and we are learning correct pronunciation of letters. In Science 
we have learnt about the importance of exercise and how it effects our heart rate and lung 
capacity. We have listened to our own hearts using a stethoscope and will be experimenting 
next week on the effects of exercise.  
 
Madagascar Class 
Another fun filled week for Madagascar! The pupils have designed some fantastic pixel art, 

some of which will be displayed in our class ‘Festival of learning’ display next week. We’ve 

had a lovely trip to Speke Hall today, playing tag in the maze and looking for the giant in the 

Childe of Hale trail. We hope to see some of you next week to celebrate what our pupils have 

learned this term. 

  
 

 

Key Stage 4 
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas 

Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 

Australia Class 
We have had a very busy week in class Australia. As part of our Living and Life Skills unit on 
home management the class team created a very messy classroom, much to the student’s 
horror! The students were allocated jobs and all had to work together to get the classroom 
looking spick & span. The results were amazing and even Terry the cleaner was impressed!!  
The students have also worked hard creating pieces of Gothic art to be displayed at our festival 
of learning, this is in keeping with our body of work all about Edgar Allan Poe's 'The Tell-Tale 
Heart'. 
On Thursday, the class welcomed back Mrs Sumner and Saoirse Redmond who spoke to the 
students about the Supported Internship Sheme at Amey. The students were really 
enthusiastic and asked lots of questions which was great to see! 

  
Samoa Class 
A very settled week for Samoa class this week. We have continued with our fairy-tale theme 
by building the houses from the three little pigs in teams - a brick house, a straw house and a 
stick house. These have been accompanied by letters from the wolf to the pigs and will all go 
on display next week at the festival of learning, along with the fairy tales that the pupils have 
written themselves. They are all very proud of their work! We have done lots of work on 
subtraction and addition in maths, and played a competitive game of cricket in PE! Mya and 
Hamza were our star batters!  
 
In history we are learning about the Native Americans and Pocahontas. We have completed 
a research task to compare the Disney film with the real Pocahontas story and answered 
comprehension questions. We have continued work on our science qualification, this week 
learning about contraception. In food tech we have made some tasty rocky roads and finally, 
we had a visit from Pam Sumner to talk about supported internship opportunities with KS4. 

Well done everyone 😊 

Key Stage News and Updates 

mailto:Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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Papua New Guinea Class 

This week Papua New Guinea have been showcasing their knowledge of the gothic genre by 
creating some artwork using gothic vocabulary. We also made some very spooky portraits 
turning our photographs into some very scary gothic villains. In Science we have continued 
studying fossil fuels and their effect on the environment. In Maths we have been practising 
decimal addition. In History we looked at our family coat of arms and then created individual 
ones. Cuppa New Guinea has been as busy as ever with orders being delivered in record 
time!  
Well done everyone in PNG.   
 
Christmas Island Class 
This week in Christmas Island the students have completed their dream catchers, they were 
extremely creative with this project and they all look amazing! 
In English the student’s fairy tales have been finished off, the work and imagination that has 
been put into them is so impressive. We thoroughly enjoyed reading them all! Well done!  
Christmas Island got a lot of fresh air this morning enjoying a cross country run with Papa New 
Guinea!  
 
We have all have a great week! Hope everyone has a lovely weekend!  
  
  
 

Key Stage 5 
Key Stage Leader: Mr Davenport 

Paul.davenport@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 
 
New Zealand Class 
This week New Zealand have been continuing with Romeo and Juliet, the students have been 
working hard on writing their own Sonnets and continuing with their translation of Act 
One  from Shakespearean dialect to "Scouse" , to be displayed for parents to read next week. 
Baked Spuds are (as always) a popular lunch time treat for staff and students really enjoy 
taking orders for, shopping, preparing and cooking these tasty morsels. 
Thursdays Gym visits are improving week on week with the student’s confidence in using 
public transport, accessing the gym and of course using their money maths skills when 
ordering their lunches. 
 
Last Friday New Zealand enjoyed a visit to the Giants in Princes Park and were fortunate 
enough to be allowed into the enclosure for some photo opportunities very close to the Boy 
Giant and Xolo the dog! 
 
Tasmania Class 
What a fantastic week this week in Tasmania. We made delicious shortbread biscuits in food 
technology. We adjusted our recipe and doubled the amount of ingredients used as we were 
working in pairs. We used the scale with minimal support and practised our mixing skills. We 
all thought the shortbread biscuits tasted scrumptious. We hope the family did too. We started 
reading Awful Aunties in English and completed some comprehension questions. In maths, 
we have started to do some units work. We recapped on the different metric units and tried 
estimating how long objects are around the classroom. We will continue with this next week. 
We had a lovely walk around the Hale Village on Thursday to see the home of John Middleton 
(Childe of Hale), who had lived here over 300 years ago. We've learnt that he's 9ft 3in tall and 
slept with his feet sticking out of the windows of his cottage in Church End, Hale, near Speke 
 

Key Stage News and Updates 
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Early Years and Key Stage One 

Ireland Ansel Bhusal  

Wales Reem Faza  

 

Peru Jamie Morris 

Portugal Tyrone Dagostine 

USA Isaac Mellor 

Brazil Sam Kelly 

France Jack Thomson 

Canada Jayden Moore 

Spain Matthew Lam 

Italy Maxi Sanchez 

Key Stage Three 

Madagascar Marcel  Gawronski 

Seychelles Joshua Brough 

Cape Verde Alfie Taylor 

Botswana Euan Lee 

Mozambique Flynn  Bligh 

Malawi Patrice  Masali-Monga 

Kenya Justin Hardy 

 

Australia Matthew Birnie 

Papua New Guinea James McCann 

Samoa Louis Murphy 

Christmas Island Callum German 

Key Stage Five 

New Zealand Ramy Zellagui 

Tasmania Huw Corry 

Fiji Luke Jones 

Students of the Week – Week 6 
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Week 6 in pictures 
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Week 6 in pictures 
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Our academic year 2018-19 term dates are available on our website: 
 

http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-
19.pdf 

 
Please note planned early finishes and closure dates, as known at present: 

 
TERM 1: 

Staff training day: Monday 3 September 2018 – school closed to students 
October Holiday: Monday 22 October 2017 to Friday 26 October 2018 

 
TERM 2: 

Early finish on Thursday, 20 December 2018 at 1:30pm 
Christmas Holiday: Friday 21 December 2018 to Friday 4 January 2019  

Bank holidays:  
Tuesday 25 December 2018 - Christmas Day  

Wednesday 26 December 2018 – Boxing Bank Holiday 
 Tuesday, 1 January 2019 – New Year’s Day 

 
TERM 3: 

February Holiday: Monday 18 February 2019 to Friday 22 February 2019 

 
TERM 4: 

Early finish on Friday, 5 April 2019 at 1:30pm 
Spring Holiday: Monday 8 April 2019 to Monday 22 April 2019  

Bank holidays:  
Friday, 19 April 2019 – Good Friday  

Monday, 22 April 2019 – Easter Monday 

 
TERM 5: 

Bank holiday:  
Monday, 6 May 2019 – Early Bank Holiday Monday 

May Holiday: Monday 27 May 2019 to Friday 31 May 2019 
 

TERM 6: 
Staff training day: Friday 12 July 2019 – school closed to students 

Staff training day: Monday 22 July – Wednesday 24 July 2019 – school closed to students 
Summer Holiday: Thursday 25 July 2019 

Bank holidays:  
Monday 26 August 2019 – August Bank Holiday 

 

 
Key Diary Dates for the remainder of the year can be found on our website, 

under the EVENTS tab: 

 
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/events/

Key Diary Dates 

http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-19.pdf
http://www.abbotsleaschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/ALS-Term-Dates-2018-19.pdf


 

  

Head’s Weekly Newsletter 

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk 

KEY DIARY DATES - TERM 1 - 35 days 

6 Mon 8.10.18  8.10   

Tue 9.10   

Wed 10.10  09:00-12:00 - Staff SALT Consultation  Clinics 

 09:00-12:00 – Staff Flu Vaccinations 

 

Thur 11.10   

Fri 12.10  CHRISTMAS CARDS COMPETITION 

 Moderation Day 1 

 Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department 

 9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

Assemblies and Coffee 

Morning are open to 

families. Parking is 

available on site on a 

“first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No 

photography permitted. 

7 Mon 15.10.18 15.10  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation  

Student work available to view by appointment from 09:30-11:30 

 09:00-12:00 Flu Vaccinations Reception to Year 5 (Conference Room) 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 

 Prospectus Filming - tbc 

 

Tue 16.10  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 
Student work available to view by appointment from 09:30-11:30 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 

 Prospectus Filming - tbc 

 

Wed  17.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 
Student work available to view by appointment from 09:30-11:30 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 
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Thurs  18.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 
Student work available to view by appointment from 09:30-11:30 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors 

 Extended Twilight Session – Lockdown briefing and practice 

 09:30 – Brazilian Visitor to Class Brazil 

 

Fri  19.10.18  Term 1 - Festival of Learning & Parental Consultation 
Student work available to view by appointment: 

Families of students in Primary between 10:00-11:00 

Families of students in Secondary between 11:00-12:00 

 Seeing is Believing for Governors  

 Prospectus Filming 

 

Fri 19.10.18   Departmental Assemblies 

9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department 

10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department  

Please note that the Secondary Departmental Assembly will be 

10:30-11:00 that day 

 9:30-11:00  Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning 

 Teachers’ PM meetings completed 

 END OF TERM 1@15:15  

Assemblies and Coffee 

Morning are open to 

families. Parking is 

available on site on a 

“first-come-first-served 

basis” only. No 

photography permitted. 

OCTOBER HOLIDAY: Monday, 22 October to Friday, 26 October 2018 
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